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consulting editor, post-production supervisor, and professional post supervisor joanie mol is the author of the dvd
and film editing course, avid's "edi professional editing software for adobe premiere pro." her career as an editor,
producer, and post supervisor has covered a wide range of medium and short form programming. joanie's editing

and post-production career has included commissions for the discovery channel, abc, cbs, espn, hbo, a&e, and
lifetime television. her current projects include the feature film "let's do magic," and the theatrical documentary "one
to one: q&a with a champion." her books include "video production in a digital world (abrams)" and "storytelling with

avid edit and adr. continuum for adobe premiere pro and red software are the industry-leading tools used on
international feature films, music videos, and commercials. make-up, motion graphics, and vfx post-production are

where boris fx began its partnership with adobe. boris, inc., is a wholly owned subsidiary of macclone, inc., the
leading manufacturer of professional grade software tools for computer animation and related post-production fields.

hipshot's mask feature allows you to create masks very quickly so you can add them to your project and create
overlays that are seamlessly matched. effectively handling video clips with single or double lines of text or logos, the

new hipshot mask feature is easy to use and suitable for lots of projects such as titles, background sequences,
alternative credits, sports graphics and so on. it is very effective in masking logos, text, single or double lines,

vertically or horizontally.
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with premiere pro, you can now create and sequence exciting and immersive 4k ultrahd videos from any hd timeline.
you can even create and edit 4k ultrahd video files on a timeline where you plan to work on hd files. simply change
the setting to 4k and you will create and edit 4k files as you create and edit your hd files. windows only. 4k ultrahd

video includes 4 times the resolution of the hd formats at 3840x2160 pixels and 4096x2160 pixels. the pixel density
is therefore 8.2 million per picture, resulting in larger file size for 4k video. 4k uhd video is also available in

3840x2160 pixels and 4096x2160 pixels, but without the pixel density. quickly duplicate, delete, or move multiple
clips in a sequence and customize your edit with the new organizer. using the new duplicate, delete, and move tool,
you can easily duplicate, delete, or move multiple clips (either the entire clip or a segment) in a sequence. you can

preview the duplicates or deletes, including an optional preview of the position where the item will be placed.
pinnable clips can be used as thumbnails for a list of duplicates or deletes. windows only. after effects cs5.5 adds

revolutionary new techniques for workflow and personalization that youll immediately start using. you can save file
formats and work sizes with rescale, crop and resize individual layers, mask the canvas, and much more.

automatically remove unwanted text from your video files, such as signatures, callouts, subtitles, and logos.
removeaudio is a very powerful audio tool that can remove mp3, vorbis, wav, aac, m4a, ogg or wma files. the core of
the removal audio plug-in is a powerful yet simple to use c++ language library with which you can easily remove text

from a audio file. it can even find and extract text from speeches, closed caption and other files. 5ec8ef588b
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